More Open Questions

1. Why it is important to you?
2. What difference it might make to your work?
3. How soon can I use this?"
4. What questions and insights arise as you consider these factors in light of your current situation?
5. What is it that tells you or shows you that (for example: a learning environment is safe enough for your learners to be reasonably comfortable to learn)?
6. In what ways will this be most useful?
7. How can a lecture be effective and contribute to learning for everyone?
8. What do you need to put this into practice tomorrow?
9. How will you use this to make decisions?
10. As you study this list, how might you group these items to be most useful for your situation?
11. When you are invited to apply new ideas immediately to your life or work, what usually happens? Why do you think this is so?
12. What actions or strategies do you use that help learners to develop their skills and confidence?
13. How do you see these concepts connecting?
14. What is one more thing you can do to provide learners even more decision-making opportunities in your teaching situation?
15. What would be the implications for your teaching if you used more open questions next week?